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Abstract 
This paper investigated the numerical scheme extended to solve the hyperbolic non-Fourier form 
of bioheat transfer equation and the experimental trials were conducted to validate the numerical 
simulation. MNPs were prepared via co-precipitation and modified with a silica layer. The amino 
modified Fe3O4/SiO2 nanoshells were covered with gold colloids producing nanoshells of 
Fe3O4/SiO2/Au (MNSs). In vitro assays were performed to determine the effect of apoptosis of 
QU-DB lung cancer cells based on the cells morphology changes. Cell damage was reduced by de-
creasing the power density of laser. Also, a larger area of damage on cell culture plates was ob-
served at longer intervals of laser irradiation. The effect of nanoshell concentration and irradia-
tion rate has been evaluated. A maximum temperature rise of 6˚C was achieved at 184 W/cm2 and 
concentration of 0.01 mg/ml. The experiment confirmed a hyperbolic behaviour of thermal prop-
agation. The results revealed that the three-dimensional implementation of bioheat equation is 
likely to be more accurate than the two-dimensional study. 
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1. Introduction 
The latest statistics shows that cancer remains one of the leading causes of death worldwide, accounting for 7.6 
million deaths (around 13% of all deaths) in 2008 [1]. However, advances in nanotechnology have changed the 
very foundations of cancer diagnosis, treatment, and prevention and hence offer some exciting possibilities to 
keep pace with today’s advances in cancer treatment [2]-[4]. In recent years conventional surgical treatments of 
cancer have been rendered ineffective because these techniques are extremely invasive and usually associated 
with high morbidity.  

Among recent technologies for cancer treatment, thermal therapies employing a variety of heat sources in-
cluding ultrasound [5], microwaves [6] [7], radiofrequency [8], and lasers [9]-[12] can provide a minimally in-
vasive alternative to conventional surgical treatment of solid tumors. Technological advancements, such as small, 
compact, high-power laser systems with actively cooled applicators, have introduced highly promising modali-
ties for cancer therapy, most commonly the photothermal and the photodynamic therapy [13]-[20]. 

On the other hand, emergence of noble metal nanostructures with remarkable set of optical, chemical and 
physical properties, has regulated thermal energy into target regions delivered by optical fibres to provide a le-
thal dose of heat with damage to surrounding healthy tissue as little as possible [21] [22]. Gold nanoshells 
(GNSs) are spherical particles with diameters typically ranging in size from 10 to 200 nm and are composed of a 
dielectric core covered by a thin gold shell. Unique to NSs, it is their localized surface plasmon resonance 
(LSPR) which greatly intensifies their interaction with the electromagnetic field. The light interaction with metal 
induces resonance effect which arises from collective oscillations of conductive metal electrons at the nanoshell 
surface. This subsequently couples with the surface plasmons to create self-sustaining, propagating electromag-
netic waves known as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). 

Relative thickness of the core and shell layers of the nanoparticle (NP) has a key role in the plasmon reson-
ance characteristic and the resultant optical absorption of nanoshells [23]-[27]. The absorption band of core-shell 
particles can be tuned by adjusting the ratio of the thickness of the gold shell to the diameter of the dielectric 
core to enable photothermal therapy in appropriate region [28].  

From a photothermal therapy perspective, the wavelength of maximal absorption and the absorption cross- 
section are key features to consider when selecting a particle for hyperthermia. Meanwhile, size and surface 
characteristics of the NP are of prime importance in the biodistribution and rapid clearance of NP from the blood 
which affects its delivery to target sites [21] [22]. In order to optimize the delivery of gold nanoparticles (GNPs) 
and enhance ablative therapy, functionalization of NPs and their surface modification with cargoes such as pep-
tides, antibodies, and small-molecule ligands have been reported in the literature [28]-[32]. Other advantages of 
GNPs including biocompatibility and non-cytotoxicity have opened several additional promising research ave-
nues for further optimization of the AuNPs-mediated photothermal therapy [33]-[35]. 

Recent developments in computational modeling of thermal therapy have attempted to model the heating pro-
file of irradiated tissue which could be essential for effective clinical translation [36] [37]. An accurate modeling 
and simulation of thermal distribution and temperature elevation of nanoparticle-laden tissue is important for 
describing the heat transfer within a tissue which would lead to an optimized thermal ablation in solid tumors. 
Numerous mathematical models have been proposed to gain further information on the thermal behaviour and 
heat-affected zone of NP-laden tissue. In most cases, the temperature distribution in the tissue was obtained us-
ing the heat transfer equation proposed by Pennes [38]. Previous studies have employed both parabolic heat 
transfer equation (PHTE) and hyperbolic heat transfer equation (HHTE) to model heating of biological tissues; 
however, many of them considered laser heating source as a generation term without dealing with plasmonic 
heating source. The principle goal of this report is to compare the experimental and numerical results in order to 
achieve a qualitative understanding of the NS-assisted laser hyperthermia, where for the simulation, the PHTE 
and HHTE were solved numerically using a finite element analysis. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Synthesis and Coating Fe3O4/SiO2 Nanoshells with Gold 
Fe3O4 NPs and SiO2 coated Fe3O4 NPs were synthesized via chemical coprecipitation and Stober methods, re-
spectively as described before [39]. Finally, the Fe3O4/SiO2 nanoparticles were coated with 2 - 3 nm gold nano-
particles to get a dark pink solution which is characteristic of nanoshell formation as suggested [40] [41]. 
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2.2. Preparation of Cells and Gold Coated Fe3O4/SiO2 Nanoshells Compound 
QU-DB lung cancer cells (purchased from the Pasteur Institute, National Cell Bank of Iran) were seeded in 
96-well tissue culture plates and incubated at 37˚C and 5% CO2. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM- 
GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS-GIBCO) was used as cell culture medium (CCM). 
Serum-free cell culture medium containing nanoparticles maintained under UV for 4 hours before adding to cell 
cultures. After 24 hours incubation period, cell culture medium was replaced with two different concentrations 
of GNs suspension including 0.01 and 0.1 mg/ml. The nanoshells used in our experiments had a diameter of ~85 
nm (75 - 100 nm) with an average shell thickness of ~35 nm which was measured with transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). TEM micrograph (Figure 1(a)) shows clustering of small gold NPs assembled on the sur-
face of larger silica NPs. The AFM image in Figure 1(b), indicates some possible agglomeration causing sur-
face rough morphology. 

2.3. In Vitro Assay 
The lung cancer cells were first incubated with serum free cell culture medium containing synthesized gold 
coated Fe3O4/SiO2 NSs for 24 hours. The cell-NP medium was then irradiated by a NIR diode laser at 800 nm ± 
10 nm with focal spot of 7 mm2 to evaluate the heat induced apoptosis. Cells were divided into two treatment 
groups. Sever hyperthermic treatment with 184, 157, and 71 W/cm2 for one minute and mild hyperthermic 
treatment with 42 and 14 W/cm2 for 3 minutes. The temperature was monitored by a digital thermometer with 
0.1˚C precision (CHY502A1, MULTI LOGGER) connected to laptop for further processing. The effects of 
hyperhtermic treatment and heat-induced apoptosis were evaluated according to alteration of cell morphology. 
Living QU-DB lung cancer cells have fibroblast-like morphology while damaged cells shrink and have rounded 
shape [42]. Cell membrane, cytoskeleton [43], intracellular proteins [44], nucleic acid and mitochondrial func-
tion are molecular effectors during hyperthermia and have been shown that actin filaments become insoluble 
during hyperthermia [45]. Studies have shown the shrinkage or morphological alterations of endothelial cells in 
response to heat stress which have been attributed to disaggregation of the cytoskeleton after hyperthermia [43]. 
This phenomenon has been supported independently in electron microscopic studies [46]. Changes in cell mem-
brane function are generally considered as the main cause of cell death. Observation of altered membrane fluid-
ity and permeability with increase in temperature, support this concept [45]. These phenomena may become 
evident during the recovery phase of the cell to the base-line temperature, but not immediately after heating [46]. 
Therefore, cells undergoing apoptosis shrink and exhibit cytoplasmic and chromatin condensation and in the fi-
nal stages they fragment into small apoptotic bodies [47]. 

Figure 2(A) illustrates normal morphology of cancer cells i.e. before treatment. To determine the effect of laser 
 

 
Figure 1. (a) TEM image and (b) AFM micrographs in 3D-height of gold coated Fe3O4/SiO2 
nanoshells.                                                                   
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Figure 2. Optical microscopy of (A) control cells (untreated tumoric cells) 
24 hours after subculture and (B) the cells after laser treatment without 
nanoshells.                                                     

 
radiation on cultured cells without NPs, they were irradiated at 157 W/cm2 and as is seen in Figure 2(B) no sig-
nificant change was observed in cell morphology. 

By increasing the exposure time to 180 seconds at lower power densities, the damaged area was extended, and 
more cells at the region far from the laser beam were affected because of heat transfer. Figure 3 demonstrates 
the cellular morphology changes at 157 W/cm2 for one minute. As shown in Figure 3, cells in the irradiated re-
gion have a circular shape which is the characteristic of apoptotic cells [48]. The percentage of apoptosis was 
calculated by dividing the total number of rounded cells by the total number of cells at the focal point of the la-
ser as well as the immediate surrounding area (6 × 104 µm2). At 184 and 157 W/cm2 and irradiation time of 60 s 
all the cells suffered apoptosis. But, the heat-inducted death was reduced to 92.78% at 71 W/cm2at the same pe-
riod of time. The percentage of damaged cells and GNs decreases with the increase of distance from the center 
of the beam. In this situation, the percentage of damaged cells was reduced to 57% and 47.15% at 42 and 14 
W/cm2, respectively. 

This experiment was repeated three times in order to prove the observed reproducibility of the data. Further-
more, the effect of NPs concentration on cell apoptosis is shown in Figure 4 where the amount of damaged cells 
is reduced by decreasing the concentration to 0.01 mg/ml at 157 W/cm2 during a one minute exposure. The re-
sults indicate that the concentration of NSs had significant effects on the amount of heat generated at a given 
power density. For core-shell, the NP efficiency parameter has the form [49] 

( )( )
0 1

2 3 3 3
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

3
1 exp

4 1
pabs k tT K r

I k r c r c r rρ ρ
∞

∞

  ∆   = × − −  + −   

                    (1) 

where I0 is the intensity of the laser radiation during pulse duration, tp and Kabs is the efficiency factor of absorp-
tion, k∞ is the coefficient of thermal conduction of the ambient medium, c0, ρ0 and c1, ρ1 are the heat capacity 
and density of the core material (Magnetite-Silica) and shell (Gold) accordingly, r0 and r1 are the radii of the 
core and shell and the thickness of the shell r0 = r1 − r0. The maximum value of the parameter ΔT0/I0 represents 
the efficiency of transformation of absorbed optical energy by NPs into thermal energy. In our case this corres-
ponds to about 12% and 7% for CCM + MNSs at 0.1 mg/ml and 0.01 mg/ml + QU-DB lung cancer cells, re-
spectively. 

By increasing the power density, the temperature increased faster and higher. One important aspect of this 
finding was that the maximum temperature of 56˚C and 59°C of CCM decreased to ≈46˚C and 50˚C for 0.01 
mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml, respectively which likely is attributed to the protein adsorption in the presence of cells. 
Optical microscopy showed that the majority of cells have become circular due to induced thermal stress. 
Clearly most of the gold-coated Fe3O4/SiO2 nanoshells are accumulated at the center of the wells, where the la-
ser beam was focused. This may be due to the movement of nanoshells in the direction of the force gradient to-
wards the center of the beam [50]. 

3. Mathematical Framework 
The well-known Fourier’s law of heat conduction presents a linear relationship between the heat flux q  
through a material and the gradient of temperature (T), whose differential form is: 
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Figure 3. Illustration of QU-DB lung cancer cells after laser irradiation at different powers of 157 W/cm2 for 60 s 
at 0.1 mg/ml. Three different parts were photographed and depicted in a row: the focal point of the laser beam at 
the center (left), the adjacent region (middle) and far region (right). Arrow head: nanoshells colonies; arrow: dead 
cells.                                                                                           

 

 
Figure 4. Illustration of QU-DB lung cancer cells after hyperthermia treatment at 157 
W/cm2 and two different concentrations of gold coated Fe3O4/SiO2 nanoshells: 0.1 
mg/ml (left) and 0.01 mg/ml (right) at 60 s. More colonies and apoptotic cells can be 
seen in the sample with concentration of 0.1 mg/ml.                                    

 
( ) ( ), ,t K T t= − ∇q r r                                    (2) 

where K and ∇  are thermal conductivity of material in W/m⋅K and gradient operator, respectively. The Fouri-
er’s law is simple in mathematics and has been widely used even though it is only an empirical relationship. In 
principle, however, the Fourier’s law leads to an unphysical infinite heat propagation speed within a continuum 
field for transient heat conduction processes because of its parabolic characteristics, which is in contradiction 
with the theory of relativity [51] [52]. To overcome this spatio-temporal challenge especially in ultra-small 
scales the CV model proposed by Cattaneo and Vernotte [53] [54]: 

( ) ( ) ( )
,

, ,
t

t K T t
t

τ
∂

+ = − ∇
∂

q r
q r r                              (3) 

where τ  denotes the relaxation time that tissue responds to the heat perturbation. The CV model gives rise to a 
wave-type of heat conduction equation, namely, hyperbolic heat conduction equation. The introduced time-  
derivative term in the CV model describes a wave nature of heat propagation at a finite speed, which has been 

1 mm
Laser Beam

0.1 mg/ml 0.01 mg/ml
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proved in both theory and experiments [54]. The natural extension of this model yields a constitutive relation 
called the single-phase-lagging heat conduction model which is written as follow: 

( ) ( ), ,t K T tτ+ = − ∇q r r                                   (4) 

It has been further extended to the dual-phase-lagging (DPL) model by Tzou [55], which is given as: 

( ) ( ), ,q Tt K T tτ τ+ = − ∇ +q r r                               (5) 

where Tτ  and qτ  are the phase lags of the temperature gradient and the heat flux vector in second, respec-
tively. The first order Taylor expansion of Equation (5) gives: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,

, , ,q T

t
t K T t T t

t t
τ τ

∂ ∂ + ≅ − ∇ + ∇   ∂ ∂ 

q r
q r r r                   (6) 

Taking the divergence of (6) and substituting ∇⋅q  to the energy equation established at a general time t: 

( ) ( ) ( ),
, , P

T t
t Q t C

t
∂

−∇ ⋅ + =
∂
r

q r r                            (7) 

which leads to the T representation of the DPL model: 
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2 2
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, , ,1 1, , , q
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T t T t Q t

t K t t t
τ

τ τ
α α

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
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r r r
r r r         (8) 

where k and ( ),Q tr  are thermal diffusivity (m2/s) and volumetric heating source (W/m3). It should be noted 
that when q Tτ τ=  and, (4) reduces to Fourier’s law, and DPL model in (8) becomes the classical diffusion eq-
uation. If 0Tτ = , Equation (8) becomes the CV wave model originated by Cattaneo and Vernotte. The propa-
gation speed is defined as: 

C k τ=                                         (9) 

which is also called “thermal wave speed”. For 0τ = , C is infinitely high in accordance with the instantaneous 
heat propagation predicted by the Fourier model.  

Equation (8) is of considerable importance in the investigation of a variety of heat transfer problems. The 
most commonly used form of Equation (8) to solve heat transfer problems for either a biological fluid or tissue 
is Pennes’ (1948) bioheat equation because of its conciseness and validity. The bioheat transfer equation was 
first introduced by Pennes [38] to model heat transfer in perfused tissue such that: 

( ) ( )b a s m
TC K T C V T T Q Q
t

ρ ∂
= ∇ ⋅ ∇ + − + +

∂
                         (10) 

where ρ, C, V , sQ , mQ , Cb and Ta are density of tissue (kg/m3), specific heat of tissue (J/kg⋅K), blood perfu-
sion rate (kg/m3⋅s), heat generation due to external heat source (W/m3), tissue metabolic heat generation (W/m3), 
specific heat of blood (J/kg⋅K) and artery temperature (K), respectively. Comparing the results of numerical 
modeling with the experimental measurements has demonstrated that the traditional Pennes’ equations yield in-
correct results as the thermal relaxation time of tissue is eliminated in the parabolic heat conduction equation. 
Therefore, in this study thermal wave model of bio-heat transfer (TWMBT) based on finite speed of heat propa-
gation is compared with the well-known Pennes’ equation based on infinite heat propagation in biological tis-
sues. Liu et al. introduced that the thermal wave model of bio-heat transfer in the basic equation to describe 
TWMBT can be written as follow [56]: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )2
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 ∂ ∂∂
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  ∂ ∂
= +    ∂∂   

r

r r

 

  

           (11) 

The blood perfusion V  and metabolic term mQ  are neglected in the in vitro model. Volumetric heat gen-
eration sQ  due to spatial electromagnetic heat source is expressed as follows (Welch, 1984) [57]: 
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sQ Iα=                                          (12) 

where α  and I are absorption coefficient of tissue (m−1) and the irradiance (W/m2) of an isotropic point source 
emitting PLaser (W) within an infinite homogeneous medium which can be formulated as follow [58]: 

( )
0

exp
4π

Laser
eff

P
I r

d r
γ= − ⋅                                  (13) 

where PLaser (W) is laser power, effγ  (m−1) is the effective attenuation coefficient, r (m) is the radial distance 
from the source and d0 (m) is the optical diffusion distance, so effγ  is [59]: 

( )3eff rγ α α β= +                                     (14) 

where βr is reduced scattering coefficient (m−1) which is a lumped property incorporating the scattering coeffi-
cient β (m−1) and ( )cosg θ=  is the first moment of the scattering phase function called scattering anisotropy. 

( )1r gβ β= −                                         (15) 

Also, 

( )0 2

1
3 r eff

d α
α β γ

= =
+

                                  (16) 

Moreover, an additional term accounts for thermal energy release by the gold nanoshells should be added to 
the Equation (12): 

1 10 Lc
sQ I εα − = ⋅ ⋅ − 
                                   (17) 

where the term in the bracket is plasmonic heating induced by exposure to laser irradiation with ε, L and c being 
the wavelength-dependent molar absorptivity (extinction coefficient), the distance the light travels through the 
material (i.e. the path length) and the concentration of absorbing species according to the Beer-Lambert’s law. 

4. Thermophysical Properties of Nanoparticles 
In order to analyze the modeled conditions, thermophysical properties of materials used in our experiments, 
were taken from literature or calculated by the formulas summarized by Buongiorno [60]: 

( )1nf f pρ ϕ ρ ϕρ= − +                                 (18) 

where nf, f, ρ, and φ denote the nanofluid, base fluid, nanoparticles and particle volume concentration. It should 
be noted that for calculating the specific heat of nanofluid some researchers have used the following correlation 
[61]: 

( )1nf f pC C Cϕ ϕ= − +                                 (19) 

The Equation (19) is modified and presented by Buongiorno [60] as follow: 

( )1 f f p p
nf

nf

C C
C

ϕ ρ ϕρ
ρ

− +
=                             (20) 

The most commonly used thermal conductivity equation was proposed by Avsec et al. [62] for the mixtures 
containing micrometer size particles; it is assumed that this equation is applicable for the nanofluids: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

3

3

1 1 1

1 1
p f p fnf

f p f p f

K n K n K KK
K K n K K K

β ϕ

β ϕ

+ − + − + −
=

+ − − + −
                  (21) 

In the above equation n  is the empirical shape factor and is equal to 3 for spherical NPs and β is ratio of 
nanolayer thickness to particle radius. The thermal conductivity increases by decreasing the diameter of the NPs. 
As there is a large uncertainty in the thermophysical properties of biological tissues and due to the temperature 
dependency of these properties, we have chosen a set of values based on comparing the parameters from differ-
ent sources. In present study, the average diameter of the observed three layer core/shell Fe3O4/SiO2/Au NSs 
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was 85 nm (with respective thickness of 35/15/35 nm). Density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the 
prepared nanofluid were calculated using the above relations. Properties of the base fluid (CCM), nanofluid 
(suspension containing spherical nanoparticles), GNSs, QU-DB lung cancer cells, the laser and culture dish pa-
rameters are shown in Table 1 [63] [64]. 

Boundary and Initial Conditions 
The geometry used to simulate the temperature distribution was based on a 3D model consisting of cylindrical 
cell culture dish in which a volume of material with three different layers: a single cell layer (thickness: diameter 
of a cancer cell of 10 μm and confluency of 99%), a plasmonic gold nanoparticle layer incubated on the cultured 
lung cancer cell layer (thickness: diameter of one three layer nanoparticle of 85 nm) with cell culture media 
above these two layers (height: 7 mm). The gold nanoparticles were first internalized by cancer cells and then 
the volume was irradiated by a 810 nm diode laser with a rectangular output beam at different power densities 
ranging from 14 to 184 W/cm2 to study the photothermal process. 

It should be noted that the Equation (11) is analyzed in the polar coordinates as the experimental domain is 
cylindrical. It is assumed that the tissue is initially at the physiological temperature of 37˚C: 

( )0, , 37 CiT T r z= =                                     (22a) 

Another initial condition is 
 

Table 1. Biological and thermophysical parameters used in simulation.                    

Cell culture medium (DMEM) 

4.18 (J⋅g−1⋅K−1) Specific heat capacity (Cf) 

0.99 (g⋅cm−3) Density (ρf) 

0.6 (W⋅m−1⋅K−1) Thermal conductivity (Kf) 

1 (cm−1) Absorption coefficient (αf) 

Three layer core-shell nanoparticles (Fe3O4/SiO2/Au) 

111.65 (J⋅kg−1⋅K−1) Specific heat capacity Cp 

19.3 (g⋅cm−3) Density (ρp) 

318 (W⋅m−1⋅K−1) Thermal conductivity (Kp) 

0.1 & 0.01 (mg⋅cm−3) Particle volume concentration (φ) 

85 (nm) Size (dp) 

127 × 10−6 (m2⋅s−1) Thermal diffusivity of gold (k = K/ρC) 

7.66 × 109 (cm−1) Absorption coefficient (αp) 

x = dp = 85 (nm) Characteristic length (x) 

QU-DB lung cancer cells 

3.5 (J⋅g−1⋅K−1) Specific heat capacity (Cc) 

1 (g⋅cm−3) Density (ρc) 

0.0028 (W⋅cm−1⋅K−1) Thermal conductivity (Kc) 

0.25 (cm−1) Absorption coefficient (αc) 

10 (μm) Size (dc) 

1.7 × 10−4 (s) Thermal relaxation time (τc) 

Laser and culture dish parameters 

14, 42, 71, 157, 184 (W⋅cm−2) Laser irradiance rate (I) 

10 (mm) Diameter of culture dish (dd) 
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( )0, , 0T r z
t

∂
=

∂
                                     (22b) 

Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the geometry in which the heat equation should be analyzed, temperature 
elevation was solved in the radial direction only. Three types of boundary conditions are commonly used during 
the solving of the heat transfer model: 

( ) ( )0, , 0, , , 0T Tz t R z t
r r

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂
                         (23a) 

( ) ( ) ( ),0, , , , , , ,
0

i

i

q r rTT r t T T R z t T k r L t
r rz∞ ∞

∂
= = = 

∂ 





             (23b) 

Because of the complexity of the model the following assumptions are considered. 
1) Radiation emission from the tissue phantom is neglected because the tissue blackbody intensity is much 

smaller than the incident laser intensity; 2) tissue optical and thermal properties are thermally stable during the 
heat transfer process; 3) blood perfusion and thermal evaporation and/or phase change of tissue during the heat 
transfer process are not considered; 4) fluid phase and nanoparticles are in thermal equilibrium with zero relative 
velocity. 

5. Solution Scheme 
The heat transfer behaviour of the system is modeled by using finite element modeling (FEM) using a commer-
cial FEM package (Comsol Multiphysics 3.2a) for solver execution. The software implemented a 2D and 3D cy-
lindrical modeling of the phantom and laser in a cylindrical coordinate system. Figure 5 shows a typical setup of  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. The meshed structure of computational domain for (a) 2D and (b) 
3D simulation. In the 2D simulation, (a) (b) (c) represent the cultured cancer 
cells, GNPs layer and culture medium, respectively.                           
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the problem by the software. To ensure mesh quality and validity of solution, the mesh was refined until there 
was less than a 0.5% difference in solution between refinements. 

6. Results and Discussion 
In this paper, temperature distribution in a GNP-containing cell layer during a continuous wave laser irradiation 
has been obtained both experimentally and numerically. The experimental trials were conducted in three cases: 
direct focusing of continuous wave diode laser with different power densities on the i) the cell culture media 
containing cancer cells only, ii) the cell culture media containing GNSs only, iii) the cell culture media contain-
ing both cancer cells and GNSs. The experimental results are compared with the numerical results obtained us-
ing solution of thermal wave model of bio-heat transfer equation. The results of numerical modeling obtained 
from both hyperbolic non-Fourier and parabolic Fourier equation are compared with all three experimental cases. 
Two common pathways of cell death underlying laser-enabled cell damages to specific cellular structures (e.g. 
plasmatic membranes, nuclei, cytoskeletons or organelles) are apoptosis and necrosis pathways, depending on 
the properties of gold nanoparticles (composition, shape and size), their concentration and location in subcellular 
regions and laser parameters (irradiance, type, and irradiation time) [65]. 

6.1. Effect of Continuous Irradiation on Temperature Profile 
Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) shows the experimental and simulation results obtained from hyperbolic non- 
Fourier indicating the effect of laser irradiance on the temperature variation of the GNP-containing cancer cell 
layer at 0.01 mg/ml. As it is observed at lower irradiances the temperature rise is very similar whereas at higher 
values the experimental results tend to deviate slightly at later time intervals where they becomes more signifi-
cant i.e., faster deviation at shorter times. The reason for mismatch in their growth pattern can be attributed to 
isolated boundaries in the model which led to a sharp increase in the temperature of thin cell layer at the bottom 
of the dish. 
 

 
Figure 6. (a) Experimentally and (b) numerically-obtained data for temperature rise (ΔT) 
of QU-DB lung cancer cells incubated with culture medium containing 0.01 mg/ml of 
MNPS over a period of 3 minutes at various laser irradiance.                         
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6.2. Effect of Concentration of Gold Nanoparticles on Temperature Profile 
Based on the SPR absorption in GNPs, an energy relaxation is followed through non-radiative decay channels 
which results in an increase in kinetic energy, leading to overheating of the local environment around the light- 
absorbing species. Since, the photothermal effect on tissue is a function of temperature, two different concentra-
tions of GNPs (0.01 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml) were used to investigate the local temperature distribution and ther-
molysis in in-vitro culture medium. By using an appropriate value of GNPs concentration, c for the plasmonic 
heating term in Equation (17), we analyzed the influence of nanoparticles on the thermal history at 184 W/cm2. 
It is clear from Figure 7 that the maximum temperature at 140 s using 0.1 mg/ml is higher than 0.01 mg/ml. 

The increase in temperature by increasing the concentration of GNSs can be due to their higher density ar-
rangement on the cell membrane and the possibility of Au NSs aggregation, hence resulting in a stronger LSPR 
and thus more efficient photothermal effects. Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) illustrates the temperature contours of 
irradiated culture medium with and without MNSs. As it is normally expected, the distribution of laser irra-
diance follows a Gaussian mode, however, the straight path of temperature gradient in our case is due to the 
rectangular laser beam used for irradiation. 

6.3. Effect of Fourier and Non-Fourier Model on Temperature Profile 
The experimental and the numerical results are compared using thermal wave model of bio-heat transfer equa-
tion. It is observed that experimentally measured temperature distribution is in good agreement with that pre-
dicted by simulation of non-Fourier hyperbolic heat conduction model. Temperature contours of irradiated can-
cer cells incubated with 0.01 mg/ml of MNSs based on Fourier and non-Fourier conduction model are shown in 
Figure 9. 

6.4. Comparison of Results of 2D and 3D Modeling 
The geometry used to simulate TWMBT equation was based on a 2D and 3D model consisting of a cylindrical 
cell culture dish including a cancer cell layer situated at the bottom of the dish surrounded by GNPs and culture 
media. Temperature changes of irradiated cancer cells at 184 W/cm2using 0.01 mg/ml of MNSs for experimental, 
2D and 3D simulation are shown in Figure 10. The boundary and slice representation of 3D temperature gra-
dients are presented in Figure 11 where the spatio-temporal temperature distribution of irradiated MNSs-laden 
cancer cells is clearly distinguished with its maximum at the center shown by red. 

7. Conclusion 
Within the framework of thermal wave model of bio-heat transfer (TWMBT) equation, the spatio-temporal 
temperature distribution of GNSs surrounded by QU-DB lung cancer cells was studied. The effect of different 
parameters such as irradiance, GNSs concentration, Fourier or non-Fourier model and dimensionality was nu-
merically investigated using a commercial FEM package. Due to larger size of nanoshells, their absorption  
 

 
Figure 7. Experimentally and numerically-obtained data for temperature rise (ΔT) of 
QU-DB lung cancer cells incubated with culture medium containing various concentra-
tions of MNPs (0.01 and 0.1 mg/ml) over a period of 3 minutes at 184 W/cm2.             
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Figure 8. Temperature contour of (a) irradiated cancer cells incubated with MNPs-free medium 
(MNPs concentration = 0), (b) irradiated cancer cells incubated with MNPs-containing medium 
(MNPs concentration = 0.01 mg/ml) and (c) irradiated MNPs suspended in culture medium 
(MNPs concentration = 0.01 mg/ml) without cancer cells. Laser power density in all cases is 184 
W/cm2.                                                                            
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Figure 9. Temperature contours of irradiated cancer cells incubated with MNPs-containing 
medium (MNPs concentration = 0.01 mg/ml) at power density of 184 W/cm2. (a) Numeri-
cally-obtained heat gradient based on Fourier and (b) non-Fourier conduction model.           

 

 
Figure 10. Dimensionality effects on the profile of irradiated QU-DB lung cancer cells in-
cubated with MNPs-containing culture medium (MNPs concentration = 0.01 mg/ml) over a 
period of 150 seconds at the power density of 184 W/cm2. Simulation trials conducted 
based on both (a) non-Fourier and (b) Fourier conduction model.                        
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Figure 11. (a) Boundary and (b) slice representation of 3D temperature contours 
of irradiated cancer cells incubated with MNPs-containing medium (MNPs con-
centration = 0.01 mg/ml) at power density of 184 W/cm2. Black edges in (b) in-
dicates the computational domain.                                       

 
cross-section is quite large as a result of which a higher temperature increase can be expected. In vitro study of 
thermal destruction of cancer cells in laser-heated GNSs showed that the cell killing rate is proportional to the la-
ser power density, irradiation time and GNSs concentration. A maximum temperature rise of 6˚C was achieved 
at 184 W/cm2 and concentration of 0.01 mg/ml. The results of temperature change obtained from experiment 
and simulation were in good agreement. The simulation data for the temperature history over 160 seconds 
showed that non-Fourier heat conduction model gives a more accurate temperature profile than Fourier equation 
when compared with the experimental data. More deviation of Fourier parabolic heat conduction model from the 
experimental measurements is mainly attributed to the elimination of thermal relaxation time τ which leads to a 
rapid and higher temperature rise. The experimentally measured temperature distribution showed a better 
agreement with 3D modeling of both hyperbolic and parabolic heat conduction model than 2D model. In prac-
tical biomedical applications, it implies that an efficient nano-photo hyperthermia can be achieved due to more 
uniform spatial temperature distribution of plasmonic GNSs as shown by the temperature contours. 
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